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T
 ime to take a stand Patriot

It is time for English Patriots
to RISE UP!
Patriot, as the England we love and cherish is
slowly torn apart by our establishment, I ask
you: Will you stand up in her defence? Will
YOU do your duty as old England expects?
We, the English Democrats, are determined to
restore our ancient land to its former greatness.
Help us end uncontrolled immigration. Stand up
for Equality for the English.

Most importantly, stand up for
YOUR birth right!
Did YOUR grandfather brave the German bullets
at Ypres, Passchendaele and Normandy for a
pseudo-Islamic caliphate of England (look at

pseudo-Islamic caliphate of England (look at
Sadiq Khan’s London)?
For an England where THOUSANDS of decent
patriots are harassed and jailed every year (In
England over 5,000 ARRESTED in 2016 alone
for online ‘oﬀensive’ comments alone) for simply
voicing their opinions?
For an England where expressing pride in our
heritage is condemned as “racist”?

In this darkest hour, we need
Patriots to rally to her cause!
If good men do nothing, evil will triumph, and the
land of our ancestors will be LOST FOREVER.
This sceptred isle has been drenched in the
blood of heroes in defence of our freedom; that
very freedom is now being stripped from us by
our liberal elite as our towns and cities are
transformed into alien territories.
We are of the blood of history’s great heroes; of
Drake, of Nelson, of Churchill. What would they
say if they could see the England of today? They
would say: “England expects every man to do
his duty!” Will YOU answer that call in your
generation? If not, WHO will?

Therefore, accept my personal invitation to
YOU this day to stand proud as a true patriot
and join England’s fastest growing and wellestablished ENGLISH DEMOCRATS
PARTY.....There is NO plan ‘B’!
We fight for England or we lose it…Are YOU
with me?

Yours sincerely

Robin Tilbrook
Party Chairman

